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About This Game

PLEASE NOTE:

Unhack 2 is unvoiced because the script is five times that of the original. Thank you for your understanding.

A masked AI known as Program X has thrown cyberspace back into chaos. The unhacker, with next gen AI Neonya by his side,
answers the call to battle. Our hero, however, is disturbed by one fact—Program X and her minions resemble old friends, friends

who should have been long dead.

* * *

A darker story:

Unhack 1 was published in 2012, so I had plenty of time to mature since then. While Unhack 2’s characters are still a spirited
bunch, this time, they will face a much darker journey.

Humans VS AI:

AI will grow at a much faster rate than many of us can imagine. Will humanity become obsolete? Can AI hope to truly
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understand us? Prepare for a roller coaster journey through cyberspace.

Puzzle segments:

The narrative takes priority in this sequel, but players can still look forward to the return of puzzle segments.

* * *

Good luck, dear unhacker!
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Cool game in anime style, beautiful graphics, good music, cool gameplay. What a troll game...

I would not recommend it because the duration of it is way too short. Just watch a youtube video about it and you will see that
it's not worth it to buy it to experience it yourself because its too short to experience anything.

OKAY, okay, you may get frustrated with finding that last mushroom... If you want to get frustrated, get this game. Otherwise,
just leave it.. I do recommend this game. Whether you are religious or not I think it's safe to say that the Bible is a superb source
for gaming content. A source that is usually underutilizied, marginalized or used very poorly. Gameplay is similar to Marvel
Heroes Online. It's a solid ARPG.
I'm not a fan of the very very long comic-book cut-scenes but I'm able to speed them along a bit. Also, the auto-equip feature
removes all the fun out of getting loot. You can turn it off but I think it would be better with out it at all.. works perfectly fine
for me on the oculus. I have been waiting so long for a dlc like this. THe only con is that there are only 3 new cars, i would have
like at least 5-7. It still is awesome. Totally worth it.
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Still needs so much work. Great fun! Unlike many other "puzzle" games, here the levels are actually hard to solve.. 2serious4me.
A charming homage to Monkey Island with its own kind of light-hearted, smile-inducing humor. Only hit a wall puzzle-wise
once close to the end. Everything else made sense without always being too obvious.. After using my detective skills to actually
find the dlc in the menu this is what I found;
First of all going off in the snowy mountains to do ninja training is the best back story ever, hell it worked for sub zero.
Using the ninja skills such as the shurikens, caltrops, smoke etc was pretty cool, but there was no content. And on the predator
map the ninjas were using machine guns which isn't very ninjery.
So even if you love ninjas like I do (and by love I mean you think ninjas are really cool, not as in you want to marry one
although that would be cool in its own way).
I can not recommend this game.. Cheesy cut scenes and voice acting followed by well constructed levels. I can take it or leave
it.. really good story.
I enjoyed every moment.

v1.1.1.6:

Added rain toggle for Neon environment

Fixed bug for online multiplayer (YouTube related)

. Free For All Event:
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Generals!

In this event you will not know friends nor family: In a 100p map with the ‘anonymous round’ feature enabled and no coalitions
you will be pitted against 99 other players in a struggle for survival.

The event maps will have the starts-when-full option and random country selection enabled and will run at normal speed. Players
are flagged as inactive after 2 days. There is also an AI & human player peace period of 1 real-life day. We also enabled the
Elite AI but will not charge any entry fee for this exclusive event. Please note that this event will also have a fixed runtime of 6
weeks: If no winner is determined before time is up, the player with the highest total of victory points wins and receives a
generous gold prize.

If you want to participate in this event simply go to the game list: Within the sign-up period (May 9, 9 AM UTC until Monday,
May 14, 9 AM UTC) new event rounds will be created on demand and shown on top of the list of new games.

Your Call of War team. Steel Rats™ Controller Issue - how to fix it?:
Hi guys,
some of you have encountered a problem with a controller.

The issue is related to the Steam bug, that might be hard to fix from our side. Since 
there is a workaround known to fix the issue. Mitsurugi Kamui Hikae in the Autumn Sales!:
The Autumn Sales have kicked off on Steam and we have joined in by setting Mitsurugi Kamui Hikae at 67% off!

Take on the role of a warrior maiden forced to hunt down her best friend who has stolen a sacred demon blade. End the
feud between two warrior maidens and the demon sword between them, told through high speed action!

Grab it now on Steam while sales last!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/263620/Mitsurugi_Kamui_Hikae/

Sales end Nov, 28 @ 10:05am Pacific!

Why not check out our other games on Sale on the Playism Blog![blog.playism-games.com]
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. Star Control / Subspace Style Game - Custom C# .NET Game Engine - Level Editor:
Yargis was built from the ground up with its own Custom C# .NET Game Engine and Level Editor. This gives the game a
unique feel and allows the editor to be included in the game download. Great for learning game design or having fun.
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. Update! Version 0.9992 is live...:
We just made an update to the game, and here is what's changed:

- LEADERBOARDS! Your score will submit after you beat any level, even ones you have already completed : 
http://steamcommunity.com/stats/616520/leaderboards/2207747
- Objects that can BREAK will flash from time to time
- Spacing between SUSAN.'s messages adjusted a bit
- Main shader has been improved

Coming soon:
- Editor improvements
- Some new levels

Keep on golfin' ...

SUSAN. is watchin' ...

. Why we've changed the art style of Irony Curtain?:
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Comrades!

Some time ago we showed you how Irony Curtain looked in the early prototype phase and how it looks like now.

Today we’d like to talk a little bit more about the reasons behind the change and the whole creative process. It’s no doubt that
Irony Curtain came a long way from the times when it was just a prototype called simply ‘Matryoshka’.

There are three main reasons why we’ve decided to simplify the art style:

1. The previous style looked great but it didn’t play well 
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